An algorithm is developed for the computation of the character table of any split metabehan group. Our approach involves the theory of association schemes and provides yet another example of the applicability of this theory to problems in abstract algebra.
1. INTRODUCTION We call a finite group metabelian if its commutator subgroup is abelian. Thus a split metabelian group is a split extension of one abelian group by a second (possibly trivial) abelian group.
In this paper we devise an algorithm for the construction of the character table of any split metabelian group G. The only requisites are that the reader be capable of deriving the character table for an abelian group (viz., that of the commutator subgroup [G, G] of G and that of the factor group G/ [G, G] ) and that he be able to identify the fusion of classes of [G, G] under the action of G/ [G, G] . Thus the algorithm presupposes only a knowledge of that which is traditionally covered in a first year graduate course in algebra.
Our verification of the algorithm relies heavily on a branch of algebraic combinatorics called association scheme theory. As the first eigenmatrix of an association scheme (in normalized form) generalizes the notion of a character table, this connection is hardly surprising. Still, it is reasonable to expect that the theory of association schemes may well provide a more natural point of departure for a variety of character theoretic problems and may aid greatly in their resolution.
ASSOCIATION SCHEMES
In the present section we shall briefly describe those terms and notational conventions which will be employed in future sections. For more elaborate explanations and a concise comprehensive treatment of the theory of association schemes, the interested reader is referred to the fine book of Bannai and Ito [ 11. It is well known that, for a finite group G, there exists a commutative association scheme X(G) corresponding to G whose relations {Ri} are defined by (x, y) E Ri if and only if yx-' belongs to the conjugate class Vi of G. For brevity, we shall refer to X(G) as a group scheme. Primarily, our discussion will focus on arbitrary association schemes (and most often commutative ones). Still, we do not wish to lose sight of our purpose, so we will make constant reference to the group scheme case.
Let X=X(X, {Ri}) b e an arbitrary association scheme of class d (so that X has d + 1 defining relations R,, R,, . . . . Rd). The intersection numbers pi (0 < i, j, k <d) are defined in terms of the relations for the scheme by the formula where (x, y) is a fixed member of the relation Rk. (Commutativity of the scheme asserts that pt. = p:.) We define B, to be the matrix whose (j, k)-entry is given by pi. The matrices B,, B,, . . . . B, are called the intersection matrices of X. They are square matrices, each of dimension d+ 1, and together they generate a (d + 1 )-dimensional subalgebra 23 of Md+ r(C), called the intersection algebra.
If X=X(G) is a group scheme, the intersection numbers sf are nothing more than the standard structure constants of the center Z(CG) of the group algebra @G, where C denotes the complex number field. As is well known, the pi are non-negative integers whose precise values can be obtained as cardinalities of sets relating conjugate class structure to multiplication in G. Namely, where %,. and gj are G-conjugate classes and z is a fixed representative of the conjugate class Vk of G. The intersection algebra for an association scheme, being semisimple, admits precisely d + 1 primitive idempotents E,,, E,, . . . . E,. We can now define the (d+ l)* complex numbers pi(i) in accordance with the (uniquely determined) d + 1 expressions
Thus pi(i) is the eigenvalue of Bi associated with the (one-dimensional) eigenspace spanned by the columns of Ei. Finally, we define P to be the (d+ 1) x (d+ 1) matrix whose (i, j)-entry is pi(i). In the literature, P is referred to as the first eigenmatrix of the association scheme X.
The matrix P has some very interesting properties which relate to the intersection matrices of the association scheme. We state the following theorem, whose proof can be found in [ 11. (0) (The reader is advised that the definitions which appear above are nonstandard, although they are equivalent to those conventially given.)
In the case where X=X(G) is a group scheme the ki correspond to the conjugate class sizes and the mi correspond to the squares f: of the ordinary irreducible character degrees fi of G.
We now state without proof THEOREM 2.2. Let X = X(G) be a group scheme of class d, and let F and We remark that, because of this theorem, the first eigenmatrix P is sometimes referred to as the unnormalized character table for G (or X(G)), and this terminology is extended to arbitrary association schemes X.
We close this section by illustrating a technique by which one can manufacture new association schemes from old ones. We call this technique tensoring. Start with two association schemes X(X, {Ri}) and SV( Y, {Sj}) of class d, and class d2, respectively. For every ordered pair (i, j), we define the relation T,i,i, on Xx Y by
Then, as the reader can easily verify, @(Xx Y, ( T,i,i,}) is an association scheme. Furthermore, it is not hard to show that the intersection matrix B,i,i, for % arises from forming the tensor product of the ith intersection matrix for X with the jth intersection matrix for CV. Similarly, the first eigenmatrix of % is the tensor product of those of X and CV. Finally, !& is commutative if and only if 9? and g are. If %" and g are group schemes, say 5? = X(G) and C!V = s(H), then % is isomorphic to the scheme X(G x H), where G x H is a direct product of groups. By normalizing the first eigenmatrix of X(G x H), we get the wellknown result that the character table for G x H is the tensor product of those for G and H.
THE ALGORITHM
We are now ready to describe the algorithm for obtaining the character table of a metabelian group. Let, then, G be a split extension of N by H (N normal in G) with N and H abelian. (As the case where G is abelian is a triviality, we assume N = [G, G] # 1. )
Step 1.
Step 2.
Step 3.
Step 4.
Step 5.
Step 6.
Obtain the character tables TN, TH for N, H, respectively. Obtain the character table TNx H for N x H by tensoring T, with T,. Determine the conjugate class structure in G. Add together all columns of TNxH which correspond to a single conjugate class of G. Do this for all classes; call the resulting matrix M. Delete all repetitive rows of M, leaving a square matrix P. (This will be the first eigenmatrix of the scheme s(G).) Determine the matrices F and K of Section 2. The matrix product T, = FPK -' will be the character table of the metabelian group G.
We make the following comments regarding certain steps of the algorithm given above.
Step 3. All that is needed here is a knowledge of the fusion pattern of the elements of N under the action of H. Indeed as H is abelian, the con-jugate classes of G are precisely of the form Jlrh = (n/z: n E &', h E H}, where &" is a set of elements of N fused under the action of H.
Step 5. It is not at all obvious that the matrix P obtained in Step 5 is square. Of course, we could alternately define P to be any submatrix of M whose rows form a basis for the row space of M (in which case the assertion becomes trivial), but then the burden shifts to ridding our new definition of obvious ambiguities.
Step 6. It is interesting to note that the column vector whose entries (in some prescribed order) are the conjugate class sizes of G is a common eigenvector for the intersection matrices of Z(G). Indeed, this vector (when transposed) is the initial row vector of P. Thus, multiplication by K-' is tantamount to simply scaling the columns of P so that they are in standardized form. Similarly, left multiplication by F accomplishes the multiplication of the rows of P by corresponding irreducible character degrees. Unlike the K-' case, however, it is not apparent in what order these degrees should be taken. For this reason, the reader is advised to compute the multiplicities mi directly from the definition (following Theorem 2.1), and this can be readily achieved from the information contained in P.
VERIFICATION OF THE ALGORITHM
In light of Theorem 2.2, it suffices to show that the matrix P, constructed in the first steps of the algorithm, is indeed the first eigenmatrix of the group scheme X(G). This we will achieve by application of Theorem 2.1. We begin by deriving the intersection numbers for %(G) in terms of those for X(Nx H). PROPOSITION 4.1. Let G, N, and H be as in the algorithm, and let tf (resp., pt.) denote the intersection numbers for 3?(G) (resp., !X(N x H)). Then t;=c P&3' where the summation runs over all ~1, j3 such that x,, xg are members, respectively, of the G-classes %Zi, Vj and x2 is a fixed but arbitrary representative of gk.
(As Nx H is abelian, the elements xr of G, when viewed as elements of N x H, form singleton conjugate classes {xc}. We impose that the ordering of relations for ?Z(N x H) comply with this ordering of classes.
Proof Choose a fixed representative x* from the G-conjugate class %$. As discussed at the beginning of Section 2, the intersection number tt. is computable from the formula: But this cardinality is clearly seen to be C p& as x runs through %7,. and y runs through Fj. (Note also that ti. is independent of the representative x1 chosen.) THEOREM 4.2. The matrix P constructed in the algorithm is the first eigenmatrix of X(G).
Proof: Order the elements x0 = 1, x,, x2, . . . . x, of Nx H (equivalently, the relations R,, R,, R,, . . . . R, of %(N x H)) so that x0, xi, . . . . xd form a complete set of representatives for G. We define Pk(i), 0 <k < d, by
where the summation runs over all 01 for which x, is conjugate to xk in G. We show that w: = (9$(i), PI(i), . . . . Yd( i))' is a common right eigenvector for the eigenmatrices of .5?(G).
We first observe that, for all i, j, k, we have
Indeed, this is nothing more than the condition Bjuf = pj(i)u: applied to the group scheme %(Nx H). But then
the last step following as tJk = t;k whenever x, and x, are conjugate in G. This shows Dj w; = g(i)w: for all i and j, where D, is the jth intersection matrix for X(G). We have not yet proved that w = wi is a row of the first eigenmatrix Q of 3(G) as we have not established that the values q(i) are S(G)-analogues for the values pi(i) coming from ?2(Nx H). However, if we denote by t,(k) the (k, j)-entry of Q, we can argue as follows. Clearly the rows qo, ql, . . . . qd of Q form a basis for (d+ 1 )-dimensional unitary space, so we can express w as w= C l,q, with the & complex constants. Recalling from Theorem 2.1 that D,qf, = t,(k)qL (in our present notation), we easily obtain c 9(i) a,q; = q:(i) 1 a,q; = 9yi)w' so that, for all k, &kq( i) = ak t,(k). As w # 0, there exists an index k such that uk #O. Thus q(i)= t,(k) and Djw'= t,(k)w'.
An application of Theorem 2.1 now shows that w is, in actuality, the kth row of Q for some positive integer k. Certainly, the above argument applies to every row of M (see Step 4 of algorithm). Thus each row of M is a row of Q. As was alluded to in the comments following the algorithm (see Step 5) , the row space of M is equal to the number of columns of M. Therefore, every row of Q appears at least once in M and, upon deleting repetitions, we obtain P= Q. This completes the proof of the theorem and thereby demonstrates the validity of our algorithm.
Before proceeding to a worked example, we draw a comparison between the algorithm and existing methods for obtaining the character table for a metabelian group. To the author's knowledge, the most straightforward technique for achieving this is the one due to Wigner and Clifford (frequently called Wigner's method) [2] . Wigner's method has considerably wider application as it allows computation of the character table for a split extension of an abelian (normal) subgroup N by any group H. In this method, one must first determine the inertia group 9 for each N : H-orbit of irreducible characters of N, then extend the characters to Y, and finally induce the extended characters to N : 2%. In the event that H is cyclic of prime order, the distinction between Wigner's method and the algorithm is hardly discernable, and which method one uses is purely a matter of taste. This is in no small part due to the fact that, when H is of prime order, the inertia group for any irreducible character of N is either N or N : H. In the case where 9 = N, the character "extends" trivially and the induced character can be obtained without the aid of formal induction. The situation is dramatically different, however, when H is abelian noncyclic. The computation of inertia groups can be quite time-consuming, and there is no generic shortcut to the character induction process that does not involve building much of the character table for relevant 9. But, by far, the major advantage of the algorithm is that it can be easily and effectively programmed for computer use. M (3) is an extraspecial group of order 27 and exponent 3 and is a split extension of 3 x 3 by 3 (viz., of (x, z ) by ( y ) ).
Step 1 Step 2. The table for (x, z) x ( y ) appears as
Step 3. The action of ( y) on (x, z) is determined by xJ' = xz, zY = z. We use this to obtain the eleven conjugate classes of M(3): {l}, (z}, {z*}, (4 xz, xz2>, {x2, X2& x2z2>, { y, yz, YZ2}, { Y2, y2z, y2z2}, {xy, xyz, xyz2}, {x2y, x*yz, x2yz2}, {xv", xy*z, xy*z*}, {xy, xyz, x'y'z'}.
Step 4. Let the columns of the table in Step 2 be labelled 1 to 27 from left to right. In accordance with the class structure determined in Step 3, we sum the columns i, j, and k, where (i, j, k) is successively equal to (4, 5, 6), (7, 8, 9) , (10, 11, 12) , (13, 14, 15) , (16, 17, 18) , (19, 20, 21) , (22, 23, 24) , (25, 26, 27) . Columns 1, 2, and 3, corresponding to central elements of M(3), remain unchanged. This gives the matrix M, which we modify in accordance with...
Step 5. We delete repetitive rows of M to obtain the matrix P shown below. Step 6. From P we compute m, = m, = 9 (whence fi = f2 = 3) and fi = mi = 1 otherwise. We first scale the columns of P (right multiplication by K -') and then multiply the second and third rows by 3 (left multiplication by F) to obtain the character table for M(3):
